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ABSTRACT
With the development of science and technology, more and more
products appeared in the airport terminal to provide services for
the passenger in civil aviation. However, due to the lack of un-
derstanding of natural language by scientific and technological
equipment, the repeated consultation of the same question often
fails to give satisfactory answers to the passengers, which reduces
the service efficiency and friendliness. In order to provide better
services for passengers in civil aviation, we aim at the common
problems of passengers in the airport environment, simulate the
possible service demands of passengers, analyze the key feature
data in the demands, and combine the joint identification model of
DIET to realize the accurate understanding of the intention in the
natural language of passengers. In this paper, Python tools are used
for making simulation experiments of natural language and inten-
tion understanding to verify the feasibility of the implementation
method in this paper.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In Civil aviation travel, more and more technology products ap-
peared in the airport terminal to provide services for the passenger,
but due to the technological equipments lack of understanding of
natural language, which often appearing the repeatly consultation
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of the same problem , and cannot give passenger satisfaction an-
swer. The science and technology equipment utilization rate is not
high, and feeling bad of using.
Intention recognition can be regarded as a classification problem,
which can be solved by classification methods, mainly including
rule-based learning, machine learning and other traditional clas-
sification methods and deep learning classification methods. This
paper first sorts out the possible problems related to the demand in
civil aviation travel, analyzes the key words in each problem, and
calculates the most likely intention of the problem through natural
language understanding and comparison of the key words, so as
to achieve the purpose of accurately understanding the passenger
intention. Therefore, the requirements of efficient, accurate and
adaptable implementation of natural language understanding have
become the core of the method in this paper. Compared with the
traditional natural language understanding method, this paper uses
the DIET framework to realize natural language understanding,
which solves the problems of the traditional method of sample
training with low efficiency and low accuracy[1][2].

2 EXTRACT KEY INFORMATION FROM
SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

By sorting out and classifying the common problems of passengers
in air travel, the intention category database is constructed, such
as ticket purchase intention, inquiry intention, check-in intention,
payment intention, shipping intention, asking the way intention,
service intention, security inspection intention, ticket refund inten-
tion, connecting intention, flight change intention and so on.
We can design a variety of possible service requirement corpus
based on the keywords in the intention recognition database to
provide basic training data for the next step of natural language
learning. In order to have enough corpus samples for algorithm
training, the DSL language of Chatito tool is adopted in this paper
to achieve sample generation, and its syntax format is shown in
Figure 1

%[consign_for_shipment] indicates the intention is con-
sign_for_shipment.

@[package] indicates that this is an entity identity, and the entity
is package.

∼[action], ∼[start], ∼[question] are expressed as various short
sentences.

*[90%] ∼[start]∼[action]@ [Package] indicates that the current
combined statement represents 90% of the total corpus file.

*[10%] ∼[question] indicates that the statement "QUESTION"
represents 10% of the corpus file.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3487075.3487101
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Figure 1: DSL Syntax.

Figure 2: Word Segmentation Effect.

The intention, statement, and corresponding entity values can
be automatically marked in the corpus generated by the Chatito
tool.

3 PREPROCESSING OF NATURAL
LANGUAGE RECOGNITION

Before sentence comprehension of natural language is realized, the
sentence is preprocessed by word segmentation and word vector
coding, and the processed result goes through correspondingmathe-
matical model to realize entity extraction and intention recognition.
In this paper, the word segmentation of natural language statements
is realized by JIEBA, and the results of word segmentation of the
statement are calculated in Python computing environment, as
shown in Figure 2
In this paper, BERT is used to realize the word vector coding work of
passenger’ sentences. BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers) is a Word2Vec (Word Translated into Word
Vector) model, which set new records in accuracy in 11 directions in
the field of NLPs (Natural Language Processing). Statement entered
by the passenger is regarded as tag sequence, which can be either
word or sentence. The tag sequence needs to be converted into
the corresponding word vector before being processed[3]. The
schematic diagram of the BERT word coding process is shown in
Figure 3
The word coding is implemented in the Python environment, such
as the word vector coding of the word "query", as shown in Figure
4

Figure 3: Word Coding Flow Chart of BERT.

Figure 4: Implement ofWord Vector Coding in Python Envi-
ronment.

Figure 5: Training Processes of the Three Models for Seman-
tic Understanding.

4 ENTITY EXTRACTION AND INTENTION
RECOGNITION OF PASSENGERS’
INTENTION

In this paper, Dual Intent and Entity Transformer (DIET) is selected
to study the key algorithms of Entity extraction and Intention
recognition. The architecture of DIET joint recognition model is
composed of three algorithmmodels, Mask LanguageModel (MLM),
Conditional Random Field (CRF) semantic slot recognition model,
and Transformer based intention recognition model, which are
independent of each other to realize semantic understanding while
users input statements[4]. The training process of the three models
for semantic understanding is shown in Figure 5

4.1 Mask Language Model (MLM)
Mask language model adds an additional training target in training
to predict the value of the random mask’s input token (15% of the
token in the random mask input sequence).
Here’s an example. If the input statement is "My dog is Hairy", 15%
of the tokens will be randomly selected to mask. Suppose the fourth
token is chosen and the Hairy is masked, then the masking process
is as follows:
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Figure 6: Calculation of Loss Value inMask LanguageModel.

1. 70% probability, replace the target token with the vector
__MASK__, namely
"my dog is hairy" –> "my dog is __MASK__"
2. 10% probability, replace the target token with the vector
__MASK__, namely
"my dog is hairy" –> "my dog is apple"
3. 20% probability, replace the target token with the vector
__MASK__, namely
"my dog is hairy" –> "my dog is hairy"
With a mask, Transformer does not knowwhich word it will predict
or which word will be replaced by a random word, so it has to
maintain the distribution of contextual representations for each
input token. That is to say, if the model learns which word is the one
to be predicted, and then the learning of contextual information will
be lost; and if the model in the process of training can’t learn which
word is to be predicted, it must learn by contextual information
to determine the word to be predicted, and such model has the
ability to express the features of sentences. In addition, since the
probability of randomly replacing all tokens in the relative sentence
is only 1.5% (that is 10% of 15%), it will not affect the language
comprehension ability of the model.
The calculation function of the loss value generated in the training
of this model is defined as follows:

LM = −

[
S+M − log

(
es
+
M +

∑
Ω−
M
es

−
M

)]
(1)

All mask terms ytoken will get aMASK after the processing by the
Transformer.
Among them: S+M = hTMASKh

+
token , S

−
M = hTMASKh

−
token ; while

hMASK = E(aMASK ),hMASK represents the vector space obtained
by word embedding aMASK ;htoken = E(ytoken ), Similarly, htoken
represents the vector space obtained after the embedding of the
mask vocabulary, Among them h ∈ IR20; Ω−

M indicates a group of
negative sample.
This paper adopts the Python development environment and adopts
the loss function method defined in TensorFlow platform. Figure 6
shows the calculation of loss value in the mask language model.

Figure 7: Semantic Slot Filling Recognition Model Training
Flow Chart.

4.2 Conditional Random Field (CRF) Semantic
Slot Recognition Model

Conditional random field (CRF), proposed by Lafferty et al. in 2001,
is a probabilistic graph model following Markov property. CRF
adds some observed values (features) on the basis of Markov ran-
dom field, and models the conditional probability distribution of
output variables under the given set of input variables. CRF has
achieved good results in Chinese word segmentation, named entity
recognition, sequence labeling and other problems[5].
Conditional random field (CRF) has achieved good results in the
sequential labeling problem. The semantic slot filling task of natural
language can be regarded as the sequential labeling problem, that
is, the word or words in each input statement is marked with a
label related to the slot filling task, and the corresponding slot value
is inferred from the label. Here’s a simple example of asking for
directions at the airport:
Question: Can you tell me the way to the toilet
Tags: O O O B
In the example above, the user wants to ask for directions to the
toilet. First, the sentences are segmented based on words, and then
the words are marked with BIO marking method. The destination
in the question is extracted as slot information, and the extracted
destination in this sentence is "toilet".
The training process of the entire semantic slot filling recognition
model is shown in Figure 7
The model training adopts English input example, that is, when
the phrase ping pong is input, the word segmentation will be split
into two tokens, ping and pong, and then the two tokens will be
encoded by word vector to obtain word vector, and then the size of
Transformer can be adapted after feed-forward processing and then
be input to CRF after the processing of Transformer; CRF conducts
prediction training according to the entity and the corresponding
tag sequence and obtains the loss value of the entity. Then, the loss
value is added to Transformer for several times of training, and the
model parameters with the best match are obtained after gradient
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Figure 8: Calculation of Loss Value in Semantic Slot Recog-
nition Model.

descent (if and only if the loss value is the least, the model is the
best match).
The calculation function of the loss value generated in the training
of this model is defined as follows:

LE = LCRF
(
a,yentity

)
(2)

Where a represents the output sequence of the input vocabulary
gained through the Transformer, and Yentity is the entity sequence
predicted by CRF according to themark layer in the output sequence
a. LCRF (.) represents the loss function of CRF.
This paper adopts the Python development environment and adopts
the loss function method defined in the TensorFlow platform. As
shown in Figure 8, the loss value in the semantic slot recognition
model is calculated.

4.3 Intention Recognition Model Based on
Transformer

This model is an intention classifier that identifies the intention of
a user statement. First of all, the input content is processed by a
feed-forward layer, and following procedures are going through
Transformer and word embedding processing. The similarity be-
tween the processed results and the intended word embedding
output is calculated, and the loss value is obtained. Then, the loss
value is added to the Transformer for several times of training.
When and only if the loss value is the smallest, the model matching
is completed[6].
The calculation function of the loss value generated in the training
of this model is defined as follows:

L1 = −

[
S+1 − log

(
es
+
1 +

∑
Ω1 − es

−
1
)]

(3)

The __CLS__ word gets the output a
CLS

after going through Trans-

former.
Among them: S+I = hTCLSh

+
intent , S

−
I = hTCLSh

−
intent ; while

hCLS = E(aCLS ), hCLS represents the vector space obtained by
aCLS after word embedding;

Figure 9: Calculation of Loss Value in Intention Recognition
Model.

Figure 10: Calculation of Loss Value in Joint Identification
Model.

In the same way,hintent = E(yintent ), hintent represents the vec-
tor space of intention yintent after word embedding, in which
h ∈ IR20;Ω−

I indicates a group of negative sample set.
This paper adopts Python development environment and adopts
the loss function method defined in TensorFlow platform. Figure
8 shows the calculation of loss value in the intention recognition
model[7].

4.4 Calculation of Loss Function of DIET Joint
Identification Model

In the process of semantic understanding realized by DIET joint
recognition model, the total loss function is equal to the sum of the
three model loss functions, namely:

Ltotal = L1 + LE + LM (4)

LI represents the loss function of the intention recognition model,
LE represents the loss function of the semantic slot recognition
model, and LM represents the loss function of the lexical mask
model.
This paper adopts Python development environment and adopts the
loss function method defined in TensorFlow platform. As shown in
Figure 9, it is the calculation of loss value in the joint identification
model.

5 EXPERIMENTAL TEST
In the experiment, we simulated a total of 11 intentions including
asking for directions, checking, check-in, transfer, refund, etc., and
semantic slots including boarding gate, suitcase, toilet, etc., and
used DSL language and regular expression to generate test data.
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Figure 11: Corpus Data Entity Extraction and Intention
Recognition Results.

After the calculation of the model algorithm, the results are as
follows: the entity extraction and intention recognition results of
" Could you tell me where to check the suitcase?" are shown in
Figure 10
As can be seen from Figure 10, the semantic slot in the corpus
"Could you tell me where to check the suitcase?" can be identi-
fied as "suitcase", and the intention identification with the highest
credibility is " consign_for_shipment ".

6 CONCLUSIONS
By combining the pre-arranged key words in civil aviation travel
with the combined identificationmodel of DIET, the intention of pas-
sengers in civil aviation travel can be quickly understood, the real
needs of passengers can be obtained, and services can be provided
to passengers accurately, which increases the service efficiency and
friendliness of passengers.
We believe that this method will gradually enrich the language
feature database when it is used in the actual airport environment,

leading to higher and higher accuracy in understanding the real
intention of natural language in passenger civil aviation travel.
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